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Some motivation

Efficiencies <18%
exciton trapping?

Yamada University of Tokyo

Energy Harvesting

Virtually all metal and metaloid atoms of the periodic table
form Pcs by actively templating the formation of the ligand
structure during reaction of phthalonitrile (or phthalonitrile
derivative) with the respective metal halide (or metal alkoxide).
The two exceptions are uranium and boron, which form uranyl
superphthalocyanine9 (Figure 1b) and boron subphthalocya-
nine10 (Figure 1c), which have five and three repeating
isoindoline units in their ligand structure respectively. Boron
has the smallest atomic radius of all metals and metaloids in the
periodic table. This, combined with its oxidative state of 3+,
presumably templates the formation of the smaller trimeric
homologue of Pc.11 Structurally, the boron atom is chelated by
the three pyrrole nitrogens (Np, Figure 2a). Each isoindoline

fragment is joined by an imine nitrogen (Ni) forming the
repeating diiminoisoindoline unit and the aromatic 14 π-
electron system of the subPc ligand. The atomic radius of
boron is slightly larger than the cavity causing the subPc ligand
to adopt a nonplanar conformation (Figure 2b). If the Np
nitrogen atoms are used to define a plane (the xy-plane) then
all of the atoms making up the macrocycle are present below
this plane. The resulting geometry is often referred to as a
“bowl” or “cone”, the former being preferred. A bond to the
boron atom protrudes from the convex side of the bowl which
is referred to as the axial bond (Ra) and defines a z-axis. The

BsubPc molecular fragment and any axially substituted
monatomic derivatives (namely fluoro-, chloro-, and bromo-
BsubPc) possess C3v symmetry. The outer edge of the BsubPc
molecular fragment commonly contains 12 hydrogen atoms
and is termed the periphery of the molecule (Rp). These
hydrogens are available for substitution by direct modification
of the phthalonitrile prior to BsubPc formation12,13 or by post
modification.14 Functional groups present in the 1,4 positions
of the phthalonitrile yields substitution in the bay position,
whereas the same in the 2,3 position produces terminal
substitution; and tetrasubstituted phthalonitrile yields a
completely substituted periphery. A mono-, di-, or trisub-
stitution pattern results in the formation of isomers and breaks
the C3v symmetry,13,15 which can create practical challenges
during product isolation and purification.16 Within the text of
this Spotlight, we will use a systematic naming scheme with
reference to Figure 1 to describe the various BsubPc derivatives.
For example, Cl-BsubPc refers to Rp(12) = H and Ra = Cl;
PhO-BsubPc refers to Rp(12) = H, Ra = OC6H6; Cl−Cl6BsubPc
refers to Rp(6)1,4 = H, Rp(6)2,3 = Cl, Ra = Cl, and so on.

■ MOLECULAR PHYSICAL CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
OF BSUBPCS

The π-electron configuration of an organic or inorganic/organic
material is of paramount importance for its application as an
active material in OLEDs and OPVs. The symmetrical 14 π-
electron system of BsubPcs both absorbs and emits radiation in
the visible spectrum (Figure 3). Their most prominent and
lowest energy absorption band, known as the Q-band, is seen
generally between 560−600 nm equating to an optical band gap
of 2.1−2.0 eV. It results from the C3v symmetric BsubPc
ligand/molecular fragment which has an inherent degeneracy
between the LUMO and LUMO+1. Degeneracy in these
orbitals dictates the allowed electronic transitions which

Figure 1. Chemical structure of (a) generic phthalocyanines, (b) uranyl superphthalocyanine, and (c) boron subphthalocyanine.

Figure 2. (a) BsubPc molecular structure with descriptive
terminologies highlighted. (b) 3D structure of Cl-BsubPc illustrating
its unique bowl-shaped structure.

Figure 3. Absorption (magenta) and emission (orange) spectrum of
Cl-BsubPc in toluene.

ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces Spotlight on Applications

dx.doi.org/10.1021/am3015197 | ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2012, 4, 5055−50685056

M. Tsutsui et al. Sci. Rep. 9, 18677 (2019)

Electronic Transport

20% of global energy in 2030
dissipation, scattering
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What is the issue?

spins/magnons: fs-ms

vibrations/phonons: fs-ps
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FIG. 6 (Color online) Solid black lines: band structure of
graphene. Blue triangles: band structure for the subspace
selected by projection onto atomic pz orbitals. Red circles:
band structure for the subspace selected by projection onto
atomic pz orbitals on each site and sp2 orbitals on alternate
sites, and using the frozen window indicated. The lower pan-
els show the MLWFs obtained from the standard localization
procedure applied to these two projected manifolds.

racy by a simple projection onto atomic pz orbitals, or the
entire occupied manifold together with ⇡/⇡? manifold is
obtained by projection onto atomic pz and sp2 orbitals
(one every other atom, for the case of the sp2 orbitals -
albeit bond-centered s orbitals would work equally well).

Projection methods have been extensively used to
study strongly-correlated systems (Anisimov et al., 2005;
Berlijn et al., 2011; Ku et al., 2002), in particular to iden-
tify a “correlated subspace” for LDA+U or DMFT cal-
culations, as will be discussed in more detail in Sec. VII.
It has also been argued (Ku et al., 2010) that projected
WFs provide a more appropriate basis for the study of
defects, as the pursuit of better localization in a MLWF
scheme risks defining the gauge di↵erently for the defect
WF as compared to the bulk. Instead, a straightforward
projection approach ensures the similarity between the
WF in the defect (supercell) and in the pristine (prim-
itive cell) calculations, and this has been exploited to
develop a scheme to unfold the band-structure of disor-
dered supercells into the Brillouin zone of the underlying
primitive cell, allowing a direct comparison with angu-
lar resolved photoemission spectroscopy experiments (Ku
et al., 2010).

2. Subspace selection via optimal smoothness

The projection onto trial orbitals provides a simple
and e↵ective way of extracting a smooth Bloch subspace

starting from a larger set of entangled bands. The rea-
son for its success is easily understood: the localization
of the trial orbitals in real space leads to smoothness in
k-space. In order to further refine the subspace selection
procedure, it is useful to introduce a precise measure of
the smoothness in k-space of a manifold of Bloch states.
The search for an optimally-smooth subspace can then
be formulated as a minimization problem, similar to the
search for an optimally-smooth gauge.
As it turns out, smoothness in k of a Bloch space

is precisely what is measured by the functional ⌦I in-
troduced in Sec. II.C.1. We know from Eq. (19) that
the quadratic spread ⌦ of the WFs spanning a Bloch
space of dimension J comprises two positive-definite con-
tributions, one gauge-invariant (⌦I), the other gauge-
dependent (e⌦). Given such a Bloch space (e.g., an iso-
lated group of bands, or a group of bands previously dis-
entangled via projection), we have seen that the opti-
mally smooth gauge can be found by minimizing e⌦ with
respect to the unitary mixing of states within that space.
From this perspective, the gauge-invariance of ⌦I

means that this quantity is insensitive to the smoothness
of the individual Bloch states |ũnki chosen to represent
the Hilbert space. But considering that ⌦I is a part of the
spread functional, it must describe smoothness in some
other sense. What ⌦I manages to capture is the intrinsic
smoothness of the underlying Hilbert space. This can be
seen starting from the discretized k-space expression for
⌦I, Eq. (30), and noting that it can be written as

⌦I =
1

N

X

k,b

wb Tk,b (48)

with

Tk,b = Tr[Pk Qk+b], (49)

where Pk =
PJ

n=1
|ũnkihũnk| is the gauge-invariant pro-

jector onto the Bloch subspace at k, Qk = 1 � Pk, and
“Tr” denotes the electronic trace over the full Hilbert
space. It is now evident that Tk,b measures the degree of
mismatch (or “spillage”) between the neighboring Bloch
subspaces at k and k+b, vanishing when they are iden-
tical, and that ⌦I provides a BZ average of the local
subspace mismatch.
The optimized subspace selection procedure can now

be formulated as follows (Souza et al., 2001). A set
of Jk � J Bloch states is identified at each point on
a uniform BZ grid, using, for example, an energy win-
dow. An iterative procedure is then used to extract self-
consistently across the BZ the J-dimensional subspaces
having collectively the smallest possible value of ⌦I (typ-
ically the minimization starts from an initial guess for
the target subspaces given, e.g., by projection onto trial
orbitals). Viewed as function of k, the Bloch subspace
obtained at the end of the minimization is “optimally

electrons, holes, excitons: as-fs

Existing characterisation methods struggle to provide an 
overarching view over the actors of many-body physics

Challenges: • Time-overlapping dynamics 

• Multi-modal measurements under identical conditions
• Carrier and Nuclear dynamics not separable

Non-adiabatic dynamics, charge motion/transfer, Mott physics, phase transitions …
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An example with long-standing open questions: Graphite

Graphite is a prototypical semi-metal

❖ High carrier mobility

❖ Anisotropic properties much alike graphene

❖ Open questions on carrier-scattering dynamics

❖ Ongoing debates on phonon (de)excitation pathways

❖ Together with SiC in future high density batteries, etc…

❖ Dynamics on all time scales

❖ Electrode in Lithium Ion Batteries, intercalation problem, carrier scattering
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D. E. Sayers et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 27, 1204 (1971)
A. Bianconi,  Appl. Surf. Sci. 6, 392 (1980)
J. Stöhr et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 1684 (1984)
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FIG. 6 (Color online) Solid black lines: band structure of
graphene. Blue triangles: band structure for the subspace
selected by projection onto atomic pz orbitals. Red circles:
band structure for the subspace selected by projection onto
atomic pz orbitals on each site and sp2 orbitals on alternate
sites, and using the frozen window indicated. The lower pan-
els show the MLWFs obtained from the standard localization
procedure applied to these two projected manifolds.

racy by a simple projection onto atomic pz orbitals, or the
entire occupied manifold together with ⇡/⇡? manifold is
obtained by projection onto atomic pz and sp2 orbitals
(one every other atom, for the case of the sp2 orbitals -
albeit bond-centered s orbitals would work equally well).

Projection methods have been extensively used to
study strongly-correlated systems (Anisimov et al., 2005;
Berlijn et al., 2011; Ku et al., 2002), in particular to iden-
tify a “correlated subspace” for LDA+U or DMFT cal-
culations, as will be discussed in more detail in Sec. VII.
It has also been argued (Ku et al., 2010) that projected
WFs provide a more appropriate basis for the study of
defects, as the pursuit of better localization in a MLWF
scheme risks defining the gauge di↵erently for the defect
WF as compared to the bulk. Instead, a straightforward
projection approach ensures the similarity between the
WF in the defect (supercell) and in the pristine (prim-
itive cell) calculations, and this has been exploited to
develop a scheme to unfold the band-structure of disor-
dered supercells into the Brillouin zone of the underlying
primitive cell, allowing a direct comparison with angu-
lar resolved photoemission spectroscopy experiments (Ku
et al., 2010).

2. Subspace selection via optimal smoothness

The projection onto trial orbitals provides a simple
and e↵ective way of extracting a smooth Bloch subspace

starting from a larger set of entangled bands. The rea-
son for its success is easily understood: the localization
of the trial orbitals in real space leads to smoothness in
k-space. In order to further refine the subspace selection
procedure, it is useful to introduce a precise measure of
the smoothness in k-space of a manifold of Bloch states.
The search for an optimally-smooth subspace can then
be formulated as a minimization problem, similar to the
search for an optimally-smooth gauge.
As it turns out, smoothness in k of a Bloch space

is precisely what is measured by the functional ⌦I in-
troduced in Sec. II.C.1. We know from Eq. (19) that
the quadratic spread ⌦ of the WFs spanning a Bloch
space of dimension J comprises two positive-definite con-
tributions, one gauge-invariant (⌦I), the other gauge-
dependent (e⌦). Given such a Bloch space (e.g., an iso-
lated group of bands, or a group of bands previously dis-
entangled via projection), we have seen that the opti-
mally smooth gauge can be found by minimizing e⌦ with
respect to the unitary mixing of states within that space.
From this perspective, the gauge-invariance of ⌦I

means that this quantity is insensitive to the smoothness
of the individual Bloch states |ũnki chosen to represent
the Hilbert space. But considering that ⌦I is a part of the
spread functional, it must describe smoothness in some
other sense. What ⌦I manages to capture is the intrinsic
smoothness of the underlying Hilbert space. This can be
seen starting from the discretized k-space expression for
⌦I, Eq. (30), and noting that it can be written as

⌦I =
1

N

X

k,b

wb Tk,b (48)

with

Tk,b = Tr[Pk Qk+b], (49)

where Pk =
PJ

n=1
|ũnkihũnk| is the gauge-invariant pro-

jector onto the Bloch subspace at k, Qk = 1 � Pk, and
“Tr” denotes the electronic trace over the full Hilbert
space. It is now evident that Tk,b measures the degree of
mismatch (or “spillage”) between the neighboring Bloch
subspaces at k and k+b, vanishing when they are iden-
tical, and that ⌦I provides a BZ average of the local
subspace mismatch.
The optimized subspace selection procedure can now

be formulated as follows (Souza et al., 2001). A set
of Jk � J Bloch states is identified at each point on
a uniform BZ grid, using, for example, an energy win-
dow. An iterative procedure is then used to extract self-
consistently across the BZ the J-dimensional subspaces
having collectively the smallest possible value of ⌦I (typ-
ically the minimization starts from an initial guess for
the target subspaces given, e.g., by projection onto trial
orbitals). Viewed as function of k, the Bloch subspace
obtained at the end of the minimization is “optimally
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FIG. 6 (Color online) Solid black lines: band structure of
graphene. Blue triangles: band structure for the subspace
selected by projection onto atomic pz orbitals. Red circles:
band structure for the subspace selected by projection onto
atomic pz orbitals on each site and sp2 orbitals on alternate
sites, and using the frozen window indicated. The lower pan-
els show the MLWFs obtained from the standard localization
procedure applied to these two projected manifolds.

racy by a simple projection onto atomic pz orbitals, or the
entire occupied manifold together with ⇡/⇡? manifold is
obtained by projection onto atomic pz and sp2 orbitals
(one every other atom, for the case of the sp2 orbitals -
albeit bond-centered s orbitals would work equally well).

Projection methods have been extensively used to
study strongly-correlated systems (Anisimov et al., 2005;
Berlijn et al., 2011; Ku et al., 2002), in particular to iden-
tify a “correlated subspace” for LDA+U or DMFT cal-
culations, as will be discussed in more detail in Sec. VII.
It has also been argued (Ku et al., 2010) that projected
WFs provide a more appropriate basis for the study of
defects, as the pursuit of better localization in a MLWF
scheme risks defining the gauge di↵erently for the defect
WF as compared to the bulk. Instead, a straightforward
projection approach ensures the similarity between the
WF in the defect (supercell) and in the pristine (prim-
itive cell) calculations, and this has been exploited to
develop a scheme to unfold the band-structure of disor-
dered supercells into the Brillouin zone of the underlying
primitive cell, allowing a direct comparison with angu-
lar resolved photoemission spectroscopy experiments (Ku
et al., 2010).

2. Subspace selection via optimal smoothness

The projection onto trial orbitals provides a simple
and e↵ective way of extracting a smooth Bloch subspace

starting from a larger set of entangled bands. The rea-
son for its success is easily understood: the localization
of the trial orbitals in real space leads to smoothness in
k-space. In order to further refine the subspace selection
procedure, it is useful to introduce a precise measure of
the smoothness in k-space of a manifold of Bloch states.
The search for an optimally-smooth subspace can then
be formulated as a minimization problem, similar to the
search for an optimally-smooth gauge.
As it turns out, smoothness in k of a Bloch space

is precisely what is measured by the functional ⌦I in-
troduced in Sec. II.C.1. We know from Eq. (19) that
the quadratic spread ⌦ of the WFs spanning a Bloch
space of dimension J comprises two positive-definite con-
tributions, one gauge-invariant (⌦I), the other gauge-
dependent (e⌦). Given such a Bloch space (e.g., an iso-
lated group of bands, or a group of bands previously dis-
entangled via projection), we have seen that the opti-
mally smooth gauge can be found by minimizing e⌦ with
respect to the unitary mixing of states within that space.
From this perspective, the gauge-invariance of ⌦I

means that this quantity is insensitive to the smoothness
of the individual Bloch states |ũnki chosen to represent
the Hilbert space. But considering that ⌦I is a part of the
spread functional, it must describe smoothness in some
other sense. What ⌦I manages to capture is the intrinsic
smoothness of the underlying Hilbert space. This can be
seen starting from the discretized k-space expression for
⌦I, Eq. (30), and noting that it can be written as

⌦I =
1

N

X

k,b

wb Tk,b (48)

with

Tk,b = Tr[Pk Qk+b], (49)

where Pk =
PJ

n=1
|ũnkihũnk| is the gauge-invariant pro-

jector onto the Bloch subspace at k, Qk = 1 � Pk, and
“Tr” denotes the electronic trace over the full Hilbert
space. It is now evident that Tk,b measures the degree of
mismatch (or “spillage”) between the neighboring Bloch
subspaces at k and k+b, vanishing when they are iden-
tical, and that ⌦I provides a BZ average of the local
subspace mismatch.
The optimized subspace selection procedure can now

be formulated as follows (Souza et al., 2001). A set
of Jk � J Bloch states is identified at each point on
a uniform BZ grid, using, for example, an energy win-
dow. An iterative procedure is then used to extract self-
consistently across the BZ the J-dimensional subspaces
having collectively the smallest possible value of ⌦I (typ-
ically the minimization starts from an initial guess for
the target subspaces given, e.g., by projection onto trial
orbitals). Viewed as function of k, the Bloch subspace
obtained at the end of the minimization is “optimally

electronic structure, excitation, 
bonding, oxidation, spin state

nuclear/lattice position, vibrations
structural phase-transition

B. Buades et al. Optica 5, 502 (2018)

Demonstrated atto SXR and 

simultaneous measurement of 

carriers + lattice

S. L. Cousin et al. Opt. Lett. 39, 5383 (2014)

• core-level spectroscopy 
• element- and state-specific
• typically in user facilities
• insufficient time resolution
• synchronization
• bandwidth

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

Discussions with J. Rehr and others
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Careful! Why we need high photon energies

• Parasitic ionisation at low photon energy

F. de Groot Coord. Chem. Rev. 249, 31 (2015)

• Multiplet effects: spectral shape and branching ratios

Issues with semi-core or valence states:

• Time-dependent screening complicates the interpretation

Theoretical descriptions with e-h correlations, BSE

Pump-probe descriptions, 4 particle Greens formalism (??), etc… 

Challenge for time-resolved measurements:

We measure photons to know about carriers!

e.g. a 3p “semi-core” hole (3p5 3dN+1) would lead to 
        45 final states that determine the absorption edge spectral shape
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Enabled by coherent mid-IR light science

Superb quantum control over light-matter interaction:

6 pm

~35 Å

1200 eV
1010 A/cm2

800 nm
mid-IR

❖ as-fs electron and photon pulses

❖ Polarization control

❖ Full spatio-temporal coherence 

❖ 12 octave supercontinua / isolated peaks

❖ Fully optically synchronized for pump/probe

… manipulating radiating electron wavefunction

S. L. Cousin et al. Opt. Lett. 39, 5383 (2014)
S. Teichmann et al. Nature Commun. 7, 11493 (2016) S. Cousin et al. Phys. Rev. X 7, 041030 (2017)

F. Silva et al. Nature Commun. 6, 6611 (2015)
Science 336, 1287 (2012)

from XUV to SXR

Ultrafast Science 3, 4 (2023)
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First attosecond soft X-ray Source

❖ (Few-cycle, CEP-stable) long wavelength sources

Attosecond SXR technology

❖ Ponderomotive Scaling: Mitigate Electron Wavepacket Diffusion 

F. Silva et al. Nature Commun. 6, 6611 (2015) S. Teichmann et al. Nature Commun. 7, 11493 (2016)

S. Cousin et al. Phys. Rev. X 7, 041030 (2017)

A. Summers et al. Ultraf. Sci 3, 4 (2023)
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0.5 keV attosecond continua

Spectral stability is excellent

2x107 phot/s/1% @ 284 eV 

165 as duration

F. Silva et al. Nature Commun. 6, 6611 (2015) S. Teichmann et al. Nature Commun. 7, 11493 (2016)

S. Cousin et al. Phys. Rev. X 7, 041030 (2017)

A. Summers et al. Ultraf. Sci 3, 4 (2023)
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Graphite: static electronic and lattice structure

118 σ! and π!. Figure 2(a) shows the XANES part of the normalized
119 XAFS spectrum taken at different incident angles of the linearly
120 polarized attosecond SXR pulses with respect to the graphite basal
121 plane normal. What we found, independent of the incident angle,
122 is a clear rising edge at "292.6# 0.3$ eV, which is followed by
123 undulations of the absorption spectrum. From symmetry consid-
124 erations, it is apparent that the edge arises due to the 1s → σ!

125 transition, indicated in Fig. 2(c). Varying the incidence angle
126 from 0 to 20 deg, a second peak appears at "285.5# 0.3$ eV
127 with an amplitude that increases as the incident angle is further
128 increased to 35 deg. The clear field polarization dependence of the
129 peak at 285.5 eV allows us to identify this as 1s → π! transition,
130 since the π! is formed by pz, which is orientated perpendicular to
131 the sample plane. At normal incidence, graphite’s plane is
132 perpendicular to the beam propagation direction; thus, the atto-
133 second pulse’s linearly polarized electric field probed only in-plane
134 states, σ!, consisting of sp2. By tilting the sample, hence changing
135 the angle of incidence from 0 to 35 deg, an electric field compo-
136 nent along pz is induced, which excites the 1s → π! transition.
137 We find that these features, measured with the attosecond source,
138 are in excellent agreement with predicted values as well as
139 with electronic transitions [25–32] measured at synchrotron
140 light sources. We note that the identified features are different
141 from optical absorption measurements in which the π → π! tran-
142 sition is only excited for in-plane polarization [20]; thus the
143 difference with an x-ray measurement arises from the different
144 initial states leading to different symmetry-allowed final states.
145 The measurement accuracy is also sufficient to identify the weak
146 feature, between the π! and σ! resonances at about 289 eV,
147 as an interlayer state arising from small residual material
148 impurities [32].

149 B. Lattice Structure–EXAFS

150 We turn to analyzing the EXAFS region to retrieve information
151 about graphite’s lattice conformation. We recall that EXAFS arises
152 from the interference of excited photoelectrons with backscattered
153 photoelectrons off neighboring lattice atoms, leading to construc-
154 tive and destructive interference of the absorbing atom’s electronic
155 density and thus to oscillations in the measured extended absorp-
156 tion spectrum. The blue part of the measured absorption curve,
157 shown in Fig. 1(b), displays the EXAFS of graphite. We deduce
158 the bond length from these oscillations with the aid of the Athena
159 and Artemis software packages [33] and perform multiple scatter-
160 ing path simulations with FEFF [34]; details are found in
161 Supplement 1. In short, after background correction and conver-
162 sion into wavenumber space, shown in Fig. 3(b), curve fitting is
163 performed based on the EXAFS equation with scattering phases
164 and amplitudes from FEFF [34]. Figure 3(c) shows the trans-
165 formed amplitudes in which we identify three prominent peaks
166 corresponding to the scattering contributions from the first, sec-
167 ond, third, and fourth neighboring carbon atoms. Note that while
168 only the amplitudes of the Fourier transform to R-space are shown
169 in Fig. 3(c), our fit takes the phase shifts also into account, thereby
170 resulting in a fitting accuracy of better than 2%. From our fit, we
171 identify the first apparent peak at 1.35 Å, which, in accordance
172 with [35,36], arises due to the scattering with the nearest neighbor
173 at around 1.42–1.44 Å. The second peak represents the summed
174 contribution of the second and third neighbor atoms at 2.47 Å
175 and 2.87 Å with coordination numbers 6 and 3, respectively;

176see Supplement 1. Lastly, the third peak represents the
177scattering from the fourth nearest carbon atom at around 3.77 Å.
178Finally, the analysis of the overall spectrum yields bond distan-
179ces of "1.66# 0.03$ Å, "2.58# 0.12$ Å, "2.92# 0.03$ Å, and
180"4.01# 0.10$ Å. These bond distances from XAFS are identified
181in Fig. 3(a) and are in excellent agreement with DFT calculations
182and carbon K-edge EXAFS measurements conducted at
183synchrotron sources [35].

1843. CONCLUSIONS

185In conclusion, we demonstrate that XAFS with an attosecond
186SXR pulse presents a powerful new tabletop methodology to
187simultaneously probe electronic states and atomic positions in
188condensed phase. We validate dispersive XAFS with an attosec-
189ond pulse through a simultaneous identification of the σ! and π!

190orbitals in graphite in synchronicity with the material’s four
191characteristic bonding distances. Further, the change of angle
192of incidence of the attosecond pulse permits distinguishing
193the various orbital contributions to the DOS of the material.

F3:1Fig. 3. Bond distances from EXAFS. (a) shows two layers of graphite
F3:2together with the identified bond distances. The experimental EXAFS is
F3:3shown by the blue circles in (b) together with the back-transformed fit
F3:4(solid red line) and the fit’s uncertainty (red shaded area). (c) shows the
F3:5Fourier amplitude of the experimental data together with the individual
F3:6contributions from the first four scattering paths (dashed lines). The
F3:7summed scattering contribution is shown by the solid red line and, con-
F3:8sidering the scattering phases, results in a 2% fit accuracy. Note that the
F3:9experimental spectra correspond to k values of 1.18 to 6.90 Å−1.

3

Research Article Vol. 5, No. 4 / /Optica 3

B. Buades et al. Optica 5, 502 (2018)

Simultaneous electronic and 

nuclear information!

Y. Joly (NEEL-CNRS)
FDMNES

FDMNES with DW

1s ⇾π*
1s ⇾σ*

3.3Å

1.6Å
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Real-time electron and lattice dynamics in graphite

π

π*

σ*

SXR

Exp.

pump

T.P.H. Sidiropoulos et al. Phys. Rev. X 11, 041060 (2021)

3.3Å

1.6Å
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Real-time electron and lattice dynamics in graphite

Differential absorption

S. Sharma (MBI)
ELK RT-TDDFT

❖  due to optical pumpingπ − π*
❖  due to el-nuclear couplingσ*
    (here we only include E2g (bec unit cell))

❖ Real real-time electron and hole dynamics
❖ Chemical potential: 200 meV n-doping

❖ Carrier concentration up to 5x1022 cm-3

❖ Different e-h dynamics important for carrier recombination (think light harvesting)

Probe: 200-500 eV, 165 asPump: 0.7-eV, 1.8-cycle
0.07 - 0.33 V/Å
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Carrier scattering mechanism

❖ IE dominates for e and h at 1.5 eV

❖ At 0.7 eV, IE for e but not for h

❖ Asymmetric scattering phase-space for h / e

❖ Carrier motion directly with ωpump

Carrier scattering and multiplication:

T.P.H. Sidiropoulos et al. Phys. Rev. X 11, 041060 (2021)
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Coherent phonons and their dispersion

Raman active (G)Displacive (K)

T.P.H. Sidiropoulos et al. Phys. Rev. X 11, 041060 (2021)

STFT analysis of the coherent  signalσ*
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Coherent phonons and their dispersion

Raman active (G)Displacive (K)

STFT analysis of the coherent  signalσ*

46.4  2.7 THz±

42.7  1.1 THz±

❖  and  appear already after ~20 fsḠ − E2g K̄ − A′ 
1

❖ Both maximize ~67 fs; already 30 fs after the pump pulse

❖ Direct real-time measurement of the non-Raman-active  phononA′ 
1❖  is not Raman active! A′ 

1

❖ DFT-MD shows strong EPC is the mechanism; no displacive excitation
❖ 90% contribution from , despite impulsive excitation of A′ 

1 E2g

T.P.H. Sidiropoulos et al. Phys. Rev. X 11, 041060 (2021)

calculated with EPW
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attoXANES: Furan

Y. Pertot et al. Science 355, 6322 (2017) N. Saito et al. Optica 6, 1542 (2019)

Reaction pathways / conical intersection / non-adiabatic dynamics
Ultrafast correlated many-body dynamics

Aromat: Furan [planar]

❖ Some transition states are optically dark
❖ Involves multiple conical intersections - couplings
❖ Dynamics is too fast to resolve and to energetically identify with existing methods

S. Severino et al. arXiv:2209.04330 

F. Silva .. JB, Nature Commun. 6, 6611 (2015)S. Cousin .. JB, Opt. Lett. 39, 5383 (2014)
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attoXANES: Furan

OD = -ln(p/up)

Theory: K.M. Ziems, S. Gräfe (Jena)

2 distinct C in ground-state furan due to slightly different binding energy

0.7 eV, 17 fs, 4.7×1013 W/cm2 

(TI/MPI negligible 2.5%)

S. Severino et al. arXiv:2209.04330 
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attoXANES: Furan
Initial excitation and time evolution

Differential absorption (pumped - unpumped)

Probe: 200-500 eV, 165 asPump: 0.7-eV, 17-fs
up to 47 TW/cm2

Excitation π → π * (HOMO → LUMO)
S. Severino et al. arXiv:2209.04330 
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attoXANES: Furan
Initial excitation and time evolution

Probe: 200-500 eV, 165 asPump: 0.7-eV, 17-fs
up to 47 TW/cm2

❖ SOMO peak due to excitation

❖ 2 carbons are (initially) distinct

❖ oscillations after 16 fs

… let’s look at those oscillations
S. Severino et al. arXiv:2209.04330 

Differential absorption (pumped - unpumped)
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attoXANES: Furan

Electronic coherence and loss - quantum beats

❖ quantum beats at 64 THz until ~80 fs, then downshift to 37 THz

❖ phase-shift is explained by coherent superposition at distinct sites

S. Severino et al. arXiv:2209.04330 
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attoXANES: Furan

Identification of CI’s

❖ 12 fs to CI  and 60 THz quantum beatsππ*/π3s

❖ 58 fs to CI  and 37 THz modeππ*/πσ*

Exp: Quantum beats after ~16 fs and beats at  THz63 ± 9

Exp: Quantum beats shift after 80 fs to  THz and decay after ~140 fs36 ± 9

S. Severino et al. arXiv:2209.04330 
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attoXANES: Furan

RO as dominant pathway is also confirmed by symmetry change

❖ splitting of SOMO peak for RO since the 4 C are distinct
❖ breakup occurs after about 60-80 fs

S. Severino et al. arXiv:2209.04330 
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attoXANES: Furan

❖ vibronic coherence decays after ~140 fs

S. Severino et al. arXiv:2209.04330 

Decay of coherence indicates new RO ground state

❖ theory predicts passage through RO CI  after 158 fs πσ*/S0

❖ 76% of trajectories are RO
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Summary

Lots of exciting opportunities for time-resolved X-ray 
spectroscopies. HHG (XAS) and FELs (XAS, RIXS, etc)

• Attosecond core-level spectroscopy

Opt. Lett. 39, 5383 (2014) Optica 5, 502 (2018)

Appl. Phys. Rev. 8, 011408 (2021)

❖ Real-time electronic and nuclear dynamics in molecules / solids

Phys. Rev. X 11, 041060 (2021)

• Real-time many-body interactions

S. Severino et al. arXiv:2209.04330 

❖ Attosecond soft X-rays / fully coherent SXR radiation

• Table-top attosecond soft X-ray pulses

Nat. Commun. 6, 6611 (2015)

Phys. Rev. X 7, 041030 (2017)

Nat. Commun. 7, 11493 (2016)

Ultrafast Science 3, 4 (2023)
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